


Welcome to the Eastern Ontario Shooting Club, the long-time home of 

The Ottawa Valley Marauders 
 

 

 

Please make yourselves at home, but try not to scratch the piano. 

For this year's Special Event, we bring you…  The Missing. 

 

 

  

This is a most excellent western thriller from 2003, set in the late 1880’s and shot 

mostly outside Santa Fe. And… it’s not about cattle OR land! If you like a good,       

realistic scare, The Missing is for you (Disparues en Francais).  

It is very much historically correct. A cranky Apache witch & his gang of spirited    

misfits have taken up the hobby of kidnapping white chicks and selling them to  

nasty Mexicans. Unfortunately, this is historically factual. 

It has elements of a horror film, but worse, since it is highly realistic. Some of it is 

quite disturbing. Forewarned is forearmed. One character falls victim to an old 

Apache prank: slow-cooked alive in a rawhide bag. The first time I saw it, my mind 

struggled to understand what my eyeballs were seeing. It is truly horrific. 

At one point, the daughter engineers an escape attempt which fails. Chidin, the 

Apache witch is “disappointed” at this. So she gets sand and gravel poured down 

her throat. It’s hard to watch because it’s so well done. They appear to nearly choke 

the actress to death.  I was unable to figure out how they did this. 

Chidin says “In shin das goosh, shlesh neek da goo lee goo. Hmm da!“              

( phonetic Apache for:  This is what the rest of your life will taste like! ) 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The tri-lingual film (English, Spanish, Apache) opens with Cate Blanchett parked in 

an outhouse in New Mexico in 1885. From there, she goes directly into the house, 

where she proceeds to pull an old Mexican woman’s last rotten tooth (without 

washing her hands!). Gritty. She soon hooks up with Tommy Lee Jones and off they 

go on a dangerous mission. 

 

On the payroll, there was a: 

- Historical Consultant (PhD) 

- Apache Consultant (PhD) 

- Two Apache translators 

- Spanish translator 

- Dialect coaches (not unusual) 

So if having all those eggheads involved doesn’t give it legitimacy, nothing will. 

 

Look good. Shoot fast. Hit all the targets. That’s Cowboy Action Shooting. 

Stranger 



 MATCH RULES AND PROCEDURES 

 

 All firearms to be handled ONLY in these designated areas:  

 1. Safety Area. (outside of the range). 

 2. Load and Unload tables.  

 3. Firing line with the RO present. 

 If you need to work on an EMPTY gun, do it at a designated  Safety Area.                        

Please do not use the load or unload tables. 

 All SASS safety rules will apply. It is YOUR responsibility to know them.                                

The current rulebook is available for viewing in The Telegraph Office. 

 All long guns shall be carried muzzles up. You are on a crowded civilian range, so please 

pay careful attention to your gun handling OFF of the firing line, as well as on. 

 Dry firing at the load and unload tables is prohibited.  

 Dropped rounds are “dead”. Leave them where they fell, even after you have completed 

a stage, and someone will retrieve them for you. It's a muzzle control issue. 

  A round over the berm is a Match DQ.  

 The shooter is responsible for staging and re-staging their firearms. A precariously staged 

gun that falls is not a prop failure. It is considered a dropped gun and a penalty will be    

applied as per the SASS rulebook.  

 WAIT FOR THE BEEP! Do not try to anticipate it. Repeat offenders will earn a Spirit of the 

Game penalty (30 seconds).  This is cheating by trying to get a head start and RO's will be 

on the lookout for it. 

 Knockdowns targets must fall to score, so keep shootin'. 

 Chambering a rifle round while the muzzle is pointed over the berm is a Minor Safety         

Violation (10 seconds). 



 Once a pistol clears leather & gets cocked, it HAS to be emptied. Gunfighters CANNOT   

holster a half-empty pistol. The exception to this is if there is a place provided to stage 

the gun (a table) AND the scenario says to stage it. 

 This is a “No Alibi” match. Once you have hollered the start line or made a move for a 

gun, you are committed and there is no stopping until you have completed the stage.  

 Several of us put a lot of hours into these matches for YOUR entertainment. Please show 

your appreciation by helping out where possible & hustling a little to keep the match   

moving along, so we can all get off of the range together at a reasonable hour.              

There is no such thing as "shoot & scoot " in Cowboy Action Shooting. 

 

 

 

 

The following rules are particularly important to your well-being... 

 



STAGE ONE 

 

"It's a trick…" 

After a failed attempt to buy back the kidnapped girls, our heroes mount a dead enemy        

Indian on a horse and send it into the Apache camp. The ruse is quickly discovered and a    

good old-fashioned gunfight in the rocks erupts. 

 

4 Shotgun, 10 Rifle, 10 Pistol  

Rifle staged on shelf at port A 

 

 

 

 

 

START POSITION:   Standing at X, holding your shotgun vertical with one hand.  

   Your other hand on a pistol grip. 

START LINE:   "It's a trick, ya idiot!" 

PROCEDURE: At the beep, load and engage S3 and S4 once each in any order, through port A. 

Move to port B with your shotgun. Load and engage S1 and S2 once each in any order, through 

port B. Leave open and empty shotgun on the shelf at port B. Now go back where ye started, 

grab the rifle from the shelf and through port A engage R2,2,1,2,3 and repeat. Put the open 

and empty rifle back where you found it. Move to port B, pull your 1st pistol and engage 

P2,2,1,2,3, through the port. Repeat with your 2nd pistol. 

 

Take all guns to unload table and clear. 



X 



STAGE TWO 

 

"You must be the pride of your people!" 

 

Samuel (Tommy Lee Jones) encounters an Apache at the      

aftermath of an Apache visit to a homestead, who is now  

working for the US Cavalry. (There were no survivors at the 

homestead). Samuel is unimpressed with the brave and tells 

him so in Apache. The US Cavalry don't believe Samuel's story 

that he's trailing some Apache who stole his grand-daughter 

and decide to hang him on the spot. A short running gun battle 

breaks out when Samuel makes a break for it. 

 

10 Rifle, 4 Shotgun, 10 Pistol 

Shotgun staged on W.F & Co. stack  

 

START POSITION:    Standing at X, rifle shouldered and pointing downrange. 

START LINE:        "You must be the pride of your people!"                                                     

       Or phonetically in Apache: "Nin den deh, don ay ki-hey kli na!" 

PROCEDURE: At the beep, engage the rifle targets in a Progressive sweep from either end 

(from left for example: R1,2,2,3,3,3,4,4,4,4). Stow open and empty rifle in the vertical rack. 

Move forward to the shotgun position (Y). Load and engage the 4 targets in any order. Put 

open and empty shotgun back where you got it. Move to Z. Draw your pistols as necessary to 

complete a Progressive Sweep from either end. 

 

Muzzle-up long guns and head for unload table. 
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STAGE THREE 

 

"Give me your horses!" 

 

The witch (Chidin) needs horses to go after the girls and their rescuers, who have run off all 

the Apache horses. The Mexican buyers of women laugh at this request. Chidin grows          

impatient and in a flash just BURIES his tomahawk into the chest of the closest Mexican and 

improvises some fine hatchetry from there.  

 

 

6 Shotgun, 10 Pistol, 10 Rifle  

Shotgun staged on the hay-bale 

Rifle vertically on the wall 

 

 

 

START POSITION:     Standing at X, facing up-range with hatchet in hand. 

START LINE:            "Da me tu cavallos"  Or phonetically in Spanish: Da may to cavayos!                        

PROCEDURE: At the beep, swing the hatchet into dummy, turn and grab up the shotgun. 

Load and engage: S1,2,1,3,1,4. Leave your shotgun on the hay-bale and move right to the   

window. Pull your 1st persuader and through the port alternate P1 and P2 for 5 shots, starting 

on either. Pull  the 2nd pistol and repeat on P3 and P4. Go for the rifle now and through the 

port engage: R1,2,1,3,1,4,1,5,1,6.                

(If a plate doesn’t fall, move on to avoid a Procedural penalty). 

 

Muzzle up long guns and blaze a trail to unload table 
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STAGE FOUR 

 

"Take your bad luck to your grave!" 

 

Poor old reverend Smith from HBO's Deadwood appears as a photographer who runs afoul of 

Chidin, the Apache witch. Again he dies a slow, cruel death. (Because he is good at it). Chidin is 

highly superstitious & believes that the mysteries of the photographer's art have brought bad 

luck to the gang. Chidin blows some sort of deadly blue narcotic dust into the shutterbug’s 

face, which eventually kills him. 

 

10 Pistol, 10 Rifle, 5 Shotgun 

Rifle and shotgun staged  

vertically at the hitching rail 

 

 

START POSITION:  Standing at X, holding a spoonful of blue dust out in front of you,         

       throw / blow the dust forward and discard the spoon.  Say the line and then 

       put your hands on the hitching rail - standby for the beep. 

START LINE:    "Take your bad luck to your grave!"       

  Or phonetically in Apache: " Un da dun-day E psh seh-deh dish teh!" 

PROCEDURE:  At the beep, fill your hand with your 1st pistol and dump 4 on P1, 1 on P2.   

Repeat with the 2nd pistol. Grab up the rifle and dump 4 on R1, 1 on R2. and repeat. Slide the 

open and empty rifle into a vertical rack and grab up your shotgun. Load and engage S1 from 

where you stand. Now move forward to Y. Load and engage S2 and S3 in any order, once each. 

Move forward to Z and repeat for S4 and S5. 

 

Take all guns to unload table and clear. 



The blue dust was possibly fine sand coated with Sulphur & Rattlesnake venom.   Poison can be         
absorbed through the eyes and nose. The blue color came from some mysterious herb found in the  
desert, like Peyote perhaps.  Actually… for the film, they used exactly what we are using: chalk line refill. 
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STAGE FIVE 

 

The ambush… 

 

Samuel and Maggie finally get Chidin and his troublesome 

band of mischief-makers into a spot where they can ambush 

the lot of them. 

 

 

 

 

10 Pistol, 4 Shotgun, 10 Rifle 

Rifle and shotgun staged on the table 

 

 

START POSITION:  Standing at X, hands on hat brim. 

START LINE:   "I'll shoot the front horse, you shoot a horse in the middle.   

             The more of them we kill, the easier they'll be to reason with!" 

PROCEDURE: At the beep, using any combination of rifle and pistols, put 4 shots on each of 

the 5 targets in any order. Pistols must be returned to leather and the rifle re-staged on the 

table. When finished, grab your shotgun and move right to the rope box. Load and alternate 

the 2 shotgun targets for 4 shots, starting on either. 

 

Take all guns to unload table and clear. 
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STAGE SIX 

 

"Your Brujo is dead!" 

 

During the final stand-off with the Apache, Samuel kills the witch (and himself in process), so 

Maggie hollers that their Brujo is dead and they should all take off home. 

 

 

10 Rifle, 10 Pistol, 4 Shotgun 

Rifle & shotgun staged vertically in racks 

 

 

START POSITION:   Standing at X, hands on hips. 

START LINE:   "Your Brujo is dead!  Fuet-a! Fuet-a!" 

PROCEDURE: At the beep, snatch up the nearest repeating rifle and engage in a Nevada    

Mirror Sweep: 1,4,2,5,3,6,2,5,1,4. Stow the open and empty rifle where ya found it. Pull yer 1st 

man-stopper and engage the pistol targets in a Nevada Sweep (1,2,3,2,1). Repeat with the 2nd 

pistol. Grab up a scattergun now. You can go left, then right or right then left, but the 4      

shotgun targets need to be hit once each through their respective ports. 

 

Take all guns to unload table and clear. 

 

 

Brujo (brew-ho) is Spanish for Witch or Sorcerer. 

Fuet-a is Apache for go away. 
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Tommy Lee Jones as Samuel Jones. In phonetic Apache: Cha-a du-ba its-idan.           

It means “shit for luck”. No joke. 

Cate Blanchett as Maggie Gilkerson 

Eric Schweig (Inuvik, NWT) as Chidin, an Apache witch. 

Val Kilmer appears briefly as a Cavalry Sgt. We suspect this was due to him living 15 

minutes from the set & dropping in one day. 

Ron Howard directed. 

Reverend Smith from Deadwood (Ray McKinnon) appears. 

Script adapted from 1996 novel The Last Ride by Thomas Eidson. 

They brought in some Chirikawa Apache elders & set up an Apache language school 

for the actors. It is not a written language. 

TLJ remarked that the film is an homage to The Searchers (due to the theme and    

scenery – ed). The Searchers WAS great and there ARE many similarities, but it’s one 

of the most historically inaccurate films of it’s day (1956). Not a big deal to folks at 

the time, I reckon. John Ford & The Duke loose in Monument Valley with a film crew 

makes it definitely worth a look, though. Pretty much anything shot in Monument 

Valley (like The Lone Ranger - 2013) could be considered an homage to The      

Searchers. 

 

 

“Turn your back on him & he’ll eat your dog.” 

“They have green blood & a pine cone for a heart.” 

What is the ONE thing an Apache is afraid of?   -  An Apache witch.  

“Da inchy da hin ch – ing” – I can smell him from here. 

“Ch-ing day yan an g-un ash ee o kosh” – The boss of the ghost is coming back. 



Chidin the Apache witch survived smallpox (thank’s whitey), but it left him badly 

scarred and short on humour. The actor is actually a handsome young man from  

Canada named Eric Schweig (Inuvik, NWT). The transformation into Chidin took three 

hours in the makeup chair every day and is nothing short of brilliant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chidin’s makeup designed and created by Mathew W. Mungle. 

 

 

Eric Schweig  

Born on June 19, 1967 in Inuvik, Northwest Territories, 

Canada as Ray Dean Thrasher. He is an actor, known for 

The Last of the Mohicans (1992), The Missing (2003) and 

Big Eden (2000).  



Match Concept & Stage Design by The Stranger 

Artwork & Booklet by Tumbleweed Tom 


